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Electron, hole, and exciton states of multishell CdS/HgS/CdS quantum-dot quantum-well nanocrystals are
determined by use of a multiband theory that includes valence-band mixing, modeled with a six-band
Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian, and nonparabolicity of the conduction band. The multiband theory correctly
describes the recently observed dim-exciton ground state and the lowest, optically active, bright-exciton states.
Charge separation in pair states is identified. Previous single-band theories could not describe these states or
account for charge separation.@S0163-1829~98!52108-X#

Quantum-dot quantum-well~QDQW! nanocrystals are
composed of an internal semiconductor core that is coated
with several shells of different semiconductors.1,2 These
structures have been synthesized by wet chemistry and can
have spherical3 or tetrahedral1 shape. The method of cover-
ing CdS or HgS nanocrystals by HgS or CdS shells has been
established for several years.4 Recently, QDQW’s containing
three layers, each with a thickness controlled to a single
monolayer,3,5 have been fabricated. Transition energies and
optical dynamics in these structures can be precisely de-
signed by changing the internal core diameter and thickness
of each shell. With the possibility of achieving very uniform
size distributions of dots in a sample and the ability of form-
ing two-dimensional~2D! and three-dimensional~3D! arrays
of chemically synthesized nanocrystals,6 QDQW’s become
intriguing candidates as building blocks in QD arrays for
novel electronic and optical applications.

Recently, Mewset al.1 fabricated and studied QDQW
nanocrystals formed with 4–5-nm-diam CdS cores, 1-ML
HgS shells, and;2-nm-wide CdS outer cladding layers.
Since CdS has a wide band gap and HgS has a narrow band
gap, the radial profiles for conduction-band~CB! and
valence-band~VB! edges of a CdS/HgS/CdS QDQW each
form an internal quantum well in the HgS layer. The
electron-hole excitations in these structures are determined
by competition between global confinement in the entire
nanocrystal, local confinement in the internal quantum well,
and electron-hole pair interaction.

The low-energy optical excitations in these QDQW’s
have been measured by absorption, luminescence, fluores-
cence line narrowing~FLN!, and hole burning~HB!.1 The
lowest optically active electron-hole pair state is separated
from the next optically active pair state by about 60 meV. A
large, 19-meV Stokes energy shift is observed between the
lowest optically active pair state, which is used as the exci-
tation level in the fluorescence measurements, and the main
emission peak. This Stokes shift indicates that the ground
state is adim exciton that is only weakly optically active, but
does not determine whether the dim exciton is a dark exci-
ton, optically forbidden due to exchange effects, or a spa-
tially indirect exciton.

Electron, hole, and exciton states of QDQW’s have been
investigated so far only with the one-band effective-mass

approximation, treating a light hole with a mass similar to
the CB mass.2,3,7The energy of the main absorption peak can
be predicted reasonably well by these calculations. However,
in these calculations, the main absorption peak arises from
transitions to the lowest pair state, and there is no dim-
exciton ground state. Also, the next optically active pair state
is predicted to be 200 meV above the lowest optically active
state. Since the electron and hole have similar masses in
these models, little separation of the electron and hole into
different layers is predicted.

The presence of multiple, closely spaced excitations with
very different oscillator strengths suggests that a more de-
tailed description of the band states, including both heavy
and light holes, is needed for these QDQW’s. It has been
proved for other semiconductor quantum dots8–11 that
valence-band mixing must be included to correctly describe
hole levels, transition energies, and excitation spectra. For
structures containing layers of narrow-gap semiconductors,
such as HgS, CB nonparabolicity should also be included. To
explain the recently observed spectra of CdS/HgS/CdS quan-
tum dots,1 to determine when charge separation occurs, and
to study how energy levels and excitation spectra depend on
CdS and HgS shell thicknesses, we have performed multi-
band calculations for spherical QDQW’s based on thek•p
method and the envelope function approximation~EFA!.

We use the six-band Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian in the
spherical approximation8,12 to describe holes. Only the angu-
lar momentumF5J1L @where J is the Bloch band-edge
angular momentum (32 for heavy and light holes and12 for
split-off holes! andL is the envelope angular momentum in a
spherical dot# commutes with the hole Hamiltonian. The hole
states are eigenfunctions ofF andFz ,

uFFz ;nLh&5 (
J,L>Lh

(
JzLz

^JJzLLz ;FFz&uJJz&unLLz&,

~1!

where uJJz& are the appropriate Bloch band-edge states,
^r unLLz&5 f nL(r )YLLz

( r̂ ), f nL(r ) are radial envelope

functions, andYLLz
( r̂ ) are spherical harmonics. Following

Ref. 9, hole states are described by the notationnLF
h that

indicates the hole radial quantum numbern, the hole total
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angular momentumF, andLh, the lowestL that appears in
Eq. ~1! for a givenF. The three different radial components
f nL(r ) that appear for a givenF are solutions of a set of
second-order coupled differential equations for the radial
part of the six-band Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian. For each
semiconductor shell this Hamiltonian depends on three em-
pirical parameters: two Luttinger parametersg and g1 and
the split-off gapD.

The electron states are products of the Bloch CB edge
stateuSs& for anS atomic state with spins and the envelope
functionsunLeLz

e&. The one-band effective-mass radial equa-
tion is solved numerically to determinef nLe(r ). CB nonpa-
rabolicity is included perturbatively in the radial equation by
use of an energy-dependent mass correction defined by the
energy gapEg and Ep52V2, where V5^SupzuZ& is the
Kane matrix element.9

We use the following parameters: CdSEg52.5 eV, g1
50.814,g50.307,D50.08 eV,Ep519.6 eV; HgSEg50.2
eV, g1512.2,g54.5,D50.08 eV,Ep521.0 eV. Heavy- and
light-hole ~hh and lh! masses resulting fromg, g1 are CdS
mhh55.0,mlh50.7; HgSmhh50.31,mlh50.047. These pa-
rameters are close to literature values.13–17 The HgS band
gap is taken to be positive, consistent with recent photoemis-
sion measurements of the HgSe gap.18 Previous experiments
suggest an inverted HgS band structure with a negative
gap.15 Most states that we study lie away from the HgS band
gap, due to high confinement energy in the narrow HgS
shell, and should not depend strongly on the exact value of
the HgS gap. Based on CdS and HgS photoelectric
thresholds,19 CB and VB offsets are taken to be 1.45 and
0.85 eV, respectively, close to values in previous
calculations.2,3,7 Electron and hole barriers for tunneling into
water, which is the medium surrounding the QDQW, are 4
eV (H2O photoelectric threshold is'8 eV! when measured
from the HgS midgap. H2O masses aremhh5mlh5me51.0
(g151.0 andg50.0!.7 The choice of H2O masses is not
critical since high H2O barriers prevent significant leakage
from the QDQW. Contribution from higher electron bands is
included by use of the parameterf 521.0 in the electron
effective-mass equation.9 The resulting electron mass is 0.15
near the CdS CB edge and 0.04 for the energy range of
interest in HgS, close to literature values.7,14,15

We perform multiband calculations to study QDQW’s be-
cause full electronic structure calculations are difficult. How-
ever, it is not clear that the EFA and the effective-mass ap-
proximation can be applied to QDQW’s with layers as thin
as 1 ML and energy levels far from band edges. We test the
usefulness of applying the EFA to thin-layer QDQW’s by
performing calculations for wide-layer structures, where the
EFA works well,9–11 and then reducing shell widths to reach
the thin-layer limit. The sequence of calculations is shown in
Fig. 1. We start with a 2-nm-radius CdS dot, i.e., a 1-nm core
and a 1-nm clad@structure~a! in Fig. 1#. Next, we add a HgS
shell between the core and clad, starting with a 0.3-nm~;1-
ML ! shell and extending to a 2-nm shell@structure~b! in Fig.
1#. Next the CdS core is reduced until the limit of a HgS/CdS
dot with no core@structure~c!# is reached. Finally, the 1-nm-
wide CdS clad is eliminated to end with a 4-nm-diam HgS
QD @structure~d!#.

Electron and hole energies are shown in Fig. 2 for this
sequence of structures. Transition energiesEtr are calculated

by taking the electron-hole pair energy differences and sub-
tracting the pair binding energy, which is determined
perturbatively20 with an average effective dielectric constant.
The rates for these transitions are proportional to

~1/Etr!(
Lz

es
(

i
u(
FzJz

^JJzLLz ;FFz&^n
eLeLz

eunhLLz&

3^Ssu p̂i uJJz&u2. ~2!

The rates are averaged over the final electron state and the
linear polarization (i ) of the dipole transition operator, which
is proportional to the momentump̂. Energies and relative

FIG. 1. The sequence of CdS/HgS/CdS quantum-dot quantum
wells investigated and the corresponding schematic layout of CB
and VB edges.

FIG. 2. The lowest electron~a! and hole~b! energy levels for the
sequence of structures shown in Fig. 1. Left part: HgS shell in-
creases from 0 to 2 nm~from left to right!; middle: CdS core de-
creases from 1 to 0 nm; right: CdS clad decreases from 1 to 0 nm.
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rates for the lowest transitions are shown in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!. Electron and hole levels evolve smoothly as layer
thicknesses are varied. The EFA, which accurately describes
wide-layer structures, should still provide reasonable results
for thin-layer QDQW’s.

As the HgS shell width increases, successive electron
states become trapped in the HgS shell when their energies
fall below the CdS CB edge and their charge densities be-
come localized in the HgS shell. Due to global confinement,
electron energies increase as the CdS core or clad decreases.
In the one-band approximation,2,3,7 hole and electron states
behave the same way when the HgS thickness is varied, with
the corresponding hole and electron states trapping in the
HgS for nearly the same thickness. In the multiband approxi-
mation, hole states behave differently from electron states. A
group of hole levels (1P3/2, 1P1/2, 1S3/2) easily fall below
the CdS VB edge, even for a HgS shell as thin as 1 ML
~;0.3 nm!. The corresponding charge densities are strongly
localized inside the HgS~see Fig. 4!. These hole states are
more easily trapped than the corresponding electron states.
The n52 hole states of these symmetries trap in the HgS
layer at larger widths~;0.4–0.5 nm!. There is also a group
of states (nS1/2) with energies above the CdS VB edge even
for a 2-nm-wide HgS shell. Their charge density maxima are
located in the CdS cladding layer~see Fig. 4!.

The 1S1/2 hole state does not trap in the HgS layer be-
cause the CdS and HgS hole effective masses are so differ-
ent. The 1S1/2 state is made from light-hole and split-off
bands only. The HgS light-hole and split-off band masses are
about 15 times lighter than the corresponding CdS masses.
The HgS shell cannot confine theS1/2 state, even though the
HgS shell is a potential well, because the hole has such a

light mass and high kinetic energy in that shell. Moreover,
the dominant contribution from theJ5 3

2 band to the lowest
S1/2 state is made by theL52 component.8,10 Thus theS1/2
charge-density maximum is in the CdS clad. In contrast,
S3/2, P3/2, andP1/2 states are a mixture of heavy-hole, light-
hole, and split-off bands. The HgS heavy-hole mass and the
CdS light-hole mass are similar, so these states can localize
in the HgS well.

Localization of the hole 1S1/2 state in the CdS clad and
the electron 1S state in the HgS shell~see Fig. 4! explains
why the rate@Fig. 3~b!# of the 1S1/2-1S transition is about
two orders of magnitude smaller than those of the 1P3/2-1P
or 1P1/2-1P transitions. Including the effects of pair interac-
tion beyond the perturbation energy shift included in our
calculations would not dramatically reduce this charge sepa-
ration because quantum confinement effects dominate pair
binding in these small structures.7 The binding energy of an
exciton in this pair state should be smaller than in other pair
states, because the electron and hole are localized in different
layers. The rate for the 1S3/2-1S transition is even smaller
than for the 1S1/2-1S transition. Only theL50 component
of the 1S3/2 state has a nonvanishing transition dipole. In
these QDQW structures this component of the hole state is
negligible compared to the twoL52 components, so the
1S3/2-1S transition is optically inactive.

Finally, we perform specific calculations for the QDQW’s
investigated by Mewset al.1 We consider a QDQW with a
2.2-nm-radius CdS core, 1-ML~0.35 nm! HgS shell and 2-
nm-wide CdS clad. The calculated energies of the first two
optically active transitions, 1P3/2-1P and 1P1/2-1P, are
1.890 and 1.929 eV, respectively. In the HB experiment by
Mewset al.1 and Banin and Mews,21 the first excitation peak
appears at 1.878 eV, only 12 meV different from the calcu-
lated energy of the lowest 1P3/2-1P electron-hole pair state.
The next experimentally observed excitation is;60 meV
higher ~Fig. 2 of Ref. 1! and differs from the predicted po-
sition of the 1P1/2-1P state by only 10 meV. Experimen-
tally, both transitions should be of comparable strength.21

Our calculated transition rates are almost the same for these
transitions@see Fig. 3~b!#. The calculated energy of the op-
tically weak 1S3/2-1S transition is redshifted from the

FIG. 3. Transition energies~a! and relative transition rates~b!
for the QDQW sequence in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Charge densities of several electron and hole states for a
CdS/HgS/CdS QDQW with CdS core, radius 2.2 nm, 0.35 nm HgS
shell, and 2 nm CdS clad. Vertical bars mark the HgS shell.
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ground 1P3/2-1P transition by 18 meV, almost exactly the
19-meV shift observed between absorption and emission
peaks in FLN~Fig. 2 of Ref. 1!. Thus the 1S3/2-1S state is
the dim excitonin this structure. The energy shiftDHB-FLN
between theexcitationpeaks of HB and FLN spectra shown
in Fig. 2 of Ref. 1 most likely occurs because the samples
contain a distribution of QDQW’s. The lowest calculated
transition redshifts approximately byDHB-FLN when the CdS
core radius increases to 2.8 nm.

In conclusion, a multiband theory of electron, hole, and
exciton states in QDQW’s has been developed. Multiband
calculations show that for some pair states, the electron and
hole can be trapped in different shells, yielding weak oscil-
lator strengths for these transitions. Other transitions can be

weak even if both electron and hole are localized in the same
layer. The observed energy difference between the lowest
optically active transitions in CdS/HgS/CdS QDQW’s and
the appearance of adim-excitonground state can be ex-
plained by the multiband-theory. This could not be done in
the one-band approximation. These results show that the
EFA can be used to interpret optical spectra of QDQW’s
containing layers as thin as 1 ML. For a more accurate de-
scription, corrections beyond the EFA, due to any nonspheri-
cal shape of the dots, pair exchange, and correlation should
also be included.
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